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About This Game

Pirate Mosaic Puzzle. Caribbean Treasures has 120 mosaic puzzles just waiting for you to assemble them. Among them you’ll
find easy ones, hard ones, long ones and short ones. The mosaic pieces are made of various materials – tree, wood, cloth, glass,

paper, precious stones and metals.

This game genre is also known as jigsaw, puzzle, mosaic, patchwork, guess the picture, logic game. But whatever you call it, fun
gameplay is guaranteed!

To complete a level in Pirate Mosaic Puzzle. Caribbean Treasures, all you have to do is assemble a picture. But having fulfilled
the level’s main requirements, you can increase your rank and unlock the next area.

Six legendary captains met on a mysterious island to piece together the fragments of Captain Flint’s map. Assemble patchwork-
style puzzles and guess the picture: ocean views, mythical monsters, pirate tales, sea battles and mysterious artifacts.

Become a legend of the seven seas alongside Pirate Mosaic Puzzle. Caribbean Treasures.

- 120 unique puzzles patchwork mosaics
- Make any purchase - turn off ads!

- 6 locations and 6 different materials
- Pirate setting

- Special quests and 18 trophies for the real pros
- More than 10 hours of gameplay with beautiful calming and cheerful music
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- Entertaining gameplay for players of all ages
- Use bonuses and earn new ranks
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Publisher:
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Release Date: 3 Aug, 2018
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English,French,German,Russian
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A Cross of Evil Within and Matrix try it if like those two. This is a shorter Stanly parable and is funny at times and only lasts (at
least for me) around thirty minutes.. Probably the best dollar game I've ever bought. Very simple but it takes a second to get a
handle on it.. My Background: Bullet hell player. Played the main Touhou Series 5-16 as well as 1-2 others.

As a bullet hell game it lacks some basic ideas such as telegraphing and bullet contrast. The cutie artstyle is nice but not great for
bullet hell. The bullets and background blends seemlessy into each other which makes it odd to play. Another MAJOR
annoyance is that the bullet cancel mechanic can cause bullets to turn into points WITH THE EXACT SAME COLOR
SCHEME which is stupid since you will think it's still bullets. Background and bullets have little contrast making it odd to know
what is dangerous and what is not.
. The Lost Lands games are pretty fun. There are two features of FIVE-BN games that I haven't seen much and really
appreciate. First, once you unlock a particular puzzle in the story mode, you can replay that puzzle over and over through the
main menu (this is how you get achievements for doing something in a short time, or in few moves). The other feature, in their
later titles at least, is that once you find all the collectibles, you unlock 20 levels of a bonus game that you play through the main
menu.

The story of each of these is pretty generic fantasy stuff, but I always have a good time playing them. Also, their style of HO
scenes is interesting -- it's all done by silhouette, and everything works off of each other. For example, first you find the can
opener, then you use it to open the can and now you have olives, etc. It was a nice change up from Artifex Mundi style, which is
the HOG publisher I've played the most games from. I like both Artifex and Five-BN, and it's nice to jump back and forth for
some variety.. I really liked this game.

I don't often write game reviews, so I'll do my best to keep this to the point and not ramble on too much. Or at the very least,
keep it organized.

STORY: There is clearly a -lot- of stuff going on in this story, and in an episodic game, obviously you're going to be left with a
lot of loose ends after just the first chapter. I'm a bit of a completionist and a fast reader, so I was perfectly happy to track down
and read every single note and diary in the game, and it didn't break the flow for me at all, but those who lost patience with
games such as Amnesia in this regard might not be so keen. I don't mind feeling confused about a game's story as long as the
mystery is actually compelling and not just a bunch of random run-of-the-mill spooky bull, and for me, it definitely is
compelling. The main draw for me isn't the history behind the creepy going-ons, though-- let's face it, it's pretty much all been
done and it's nothing against the game when I say I don't expect much there -- but the dynamic of the four main characters and
learning more about their stories. In the under two hours it took me to finish this episode, I actually felt a little emotionally
invested in the characters' fates, which isn't a familiar feeling for me when it comes to horror games.

GAMEPLAY: I'll be honest -- I almost quit at the very first confrontation, because I got myself killed just about twenty times in
a row; and the last checkpoint was directly -before- a non-skippable cutscene. It was ridiculous. BUT stay with me. Yes, it can
be tricky at first being chased around the map because a) your camera is all over the place man it does not just follow right
behind you and b) it's hella dark and you know in horror movies how when they're running they always look back and trip on
something yeah this will basically literally happen because there are bushes everywhere so you'll be running and your camera
will flip the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 out and next thing you know you're careening into a bush and then you're dead. but hey
if you look at it that way, it just adds to the challenge, right? also, your character is asthmatic, which means if you overuse
sprint, he'll have an attack and literally just be unable to move. this is actually a detail I really like, because while lots of horror
games have the exhaustion mechanic, this one actually comes up with a good explanation for why your character has the stamina
of a two year old (among the sleep also had a good explantion in that your character was in fact a two year old).
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After all the practice of that first confrontation, though, and realizing that the little glowy blue things are places you can hide
(thanks for the heads up, game, I should have known that the proper thing to do when running for my life was stop and
investigate shiny stuff by the side of the road ) the rest of the game was perfectly playable.

SCARINESS: Let's keep it real here; horror games are my favorite thing in the world, but I'm an enormous wussy. I wouldn't
play them if I wasn't in it for a good rush though. With that said, for me, this game had a really nice balance in this department.
There are areas where you feel constantly vulnerable, areas where you feel pretty safe (a nice relief from constant tension) and
areas where you really have no idea what's going on and isn't that so much worse. There was a good atmosphere throughout and
a refreshing variety of different types of creepy, none of which were particularly jump-scarey -- another plus. It was satisfyingly
scary \/ creepy without being cripplingly so. I felt nervous, tense, and sometimes downright on-edge, but not uncomfortably
stressed.

ADVICE FOR NEW PLAYERS: You can hide in the blue glowy spots. The little glowy insignias on the wall in some places
allow you to save. There's a map in the D4's cabin that you can take. As you find hiding spots, visit cabins, and find dead ends,
they will be marked on there. Super useful. Also, you can't run when you're holding your lighter.

TLDR; Overall, an interesting storyline with a lot of depth and detail. Good soundtrack, pleasant art and atmosphere in general.
Under-instructive in spots, but I prefer that to games that don't let you think at all. A casually fun challenge level, moderately
scary, and mechanics that were definitely imperfect but not enough to detract from the overall experience. Not a game for
everyone, but one that I personally loved, and would pay to see a second installment of.
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I highly recommend this game. It is such a fun game if you just want to chill with your friends or when just getting onto your
computer. Overall this is a must in your steam library.. I play this game and it bested my expectation of what i had exspected it
would be.

I play each of the three route. Its very hard to put it into word. Each story was unique and I was amazied how they chance each
ending with little tweak with the character and story they did with It make me wish for more.

I wish i could explain how it better how amazing this visual novel is and the emotion I felt after reading it.
It is definitely a story worth it's in gold 11 for 10
. So far, I am enjoying it. Story is better than your average rpgmaker rpg storyline. It's on sale for $.19 and I've been playing it
for ~2 hours, and I've already gotten my moneys worth. About the crashing: In ~2 hours it has only crashed once, around the 30
minute mark, after I talked to the glitch fairy. It seems the dev(s) are working to fix that, so time will tell.. Looks like a really
fun timewasting game. But unfortunatly after buying the game if you want to use anything other than a pistol you have to pay
again. shame.. Very bad game. i really want a refund. Its a gamer for phones not for PC. Hate it
. Very nice action game.

Pros
Good graphics
Nice game play
Sounds are great
Many game play combat (sword and shield / fire weapons / bow)
Well designed Bosses

Cons
It's a 'stand and fight' game style, you don't move trough the scenarios

If developers make a RPG with this graphics and gameplay definitely would be an AAA.

https://youtu.be/oRxTZyUr-2c
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